Minor Ailment Service in Costa Rica: criteria to dispense a medicine or to refer to the physician
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SUMMARY
Introduction: Minor Ailment Service is a very common pharmaceutical service. The objective was to evaluate the criteria associated with the referral to physician or with dispensing medicines in those consultations in Costa Rica.

Method: Observational descriptive cross-sectional multicenter exploratory study of: Minor Ailment Service consultations in 30 community pharmacies, and analyzed the factors associated with to refer to the physician or dispense medicines.

Results: There were 1,538 consultations, of which medicines are dispensed in 92.3% of them (n=1,420), referred to the physician in 6.7% (n=103). In relation to the intervention of referring to the physician, the bivariate analysis showed a statistically significant association with them, highlighting the criteria suspected adverse drug reaction, medicines use currently for other health problem and duration of the health problem \( \geq 7 \) days.

Conclusions: The service is complex and shows that the pharmacist follows a series of criteria to make a decision—the referral to physician or dispensing medicines. There are seven important criteria according to this study. However, the one that stands out is suspected adverse drug reaction, followed by medicines use currently for other health problems, duration of the health problem \( \geq 7 \) days and pregnancy/lactation.
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INTRODUCTION
There are health problems (HP) that involve a complex management and require the intervention of different professionals to evaluate it. This complexity can be given by the variety of causes of this problem, but it can also be due to the diversity of alternatives for its management. Although there are HP considered as minor ailments, they may have different causes and management, as mentioned above.

Minor ailments (MA) refers to self-limiting or short-lasting non-serious health problems that are unrelated to the clinical manifestations of the other health problems affecting the patient, or to the desired or undesired effects of the medicines he/she is taking. As such, they do not require a medical diagnosis\(^1,3\) and respond to or can be alleviated by a symptomatic treatment. It also refers to those health problems for which pharmacists are authorized\(^4\).
Patients experience these MA and attend to different healthcare professionals as part of their self-care. They can go directly to their primary care physician or, often in Costa Rica, to the community pharmacy (CP) pharmacist. This is where the Minor Ailments Service (MAS) takes place, defined as “the professional service provided upon patient request in the pharmacy, when unsure of which medicinal product to acquire and upon requesting that the pharmacist provide the most appropriate remedy for a specific health problem”.

In Costa Rican context, the MAS has traditionally been offered in private community pharmacies. The pharmacist can advise without dispensing, dispense medicines, make hygienic-dietary recommendations, or refer to the physician or to the Pharmacotherapy Follow-up service, taking into account all the information gathered during the interview with the patient as part of the service.

Pharmacists dispense both over-the-counter (OTC) and some prescription medicines (for example, NSAIDs, antacids, antihistamine medicines). However, it is important to mention that there is no regulation for this service and there is no remuneration for the consultation. The only remuneration is the cost of the dispense medicines.

Referral to the physician depends on the evaluation and verification of some criteria established in the literature. The document Classification of Pharmacoc-Therapeutic Referrals states that “the implementation of pharmaceutical care procedures (...) has led to the detection of pharmacotherapy related situations which cannot be resolved by pharmacists as such situations are not within their scope of competence. This means that the patient has to be referred to another healthcare professional in order to receive effective care”. This referral sometimes tends to be oriented to the type of health professional the patient should consult, for example a nutritionist, a specialist physician, among others. However there are more reasons for the referral such as referral criteria used, evaluation made by the health professional, health professional training, etc.

There are criteria that pharmacists take into account to consider that the resolution of a HP exceeds its professional competences and we are trying to ascertain in this study. Some of them are included in the definition of minor ailment, others have to do with the patient: children under the age of 2 year, pregnancy or lactation, other HP or medicines, and others have to do with the HP in question, pregnancy or lactation, other HP, medicines taken previously, suspected ADR, drug allergies, food allergies and duration of the HP ≥7 days.

Referring to the physician, in general, reflects a commitment to the quality of care provided and is evidence that “in order to provide appropriate healthcare, therefore, the pharmacist’s referral to a doctor (and vice versa) is a professional need and obligation”. However, “the decision of whether a patient should be referred or not to the physician is not easy and should prevail the principle primum non nocere”.

The aim of this study was to evaluate the criteria associated with the referral to physician or with dispensing medicines in the Minor Ailment Service (MAS) consultations in Costa Rica, in order to start describing this service.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

This was an observational, descriptive cross-sectional multicenter exploratory study in 30 community pharmacies in Costa Rica metropolitan area. No restrictions to participant community pharmacies were applied. Community pharmacists received additional training about the study protocol and instruments.

MA consultations that took place during eight consecutive weeks in 2014 were characterized. The Inclusion criteria was any patient, caregiver or other older than 18 years that consulted for a MA, excluding the ones that could not communicate in Spanish. All kinds of MA according to community pharmacist expertise were considered.

Data collection was obtained from the evaluation of consultations notes self-reported by pharmacists. Then nine criteria (variables) defined by MAS guidelines were studied, evaluating the influence of each of them (independent variable) on the referral to the physician or on the dispensing of medicines (dependent variables).

These criteria were: under the age of 2, other HP, medicines used currently for other HP, medicines taken previously for the HP in question, pregnancy or lactation, suspected ADR, drug allergies, food allergies and duration of the HP ≥7 days.

As part of the statistical analysis, using SPSS v19, the association measure (odds ratio) of each independent variable and each dependent variable (univariate analysis) was estimated, considering a statistical significance of p<0.05. The study complied with the current bioethics regulations in Costa Rica, including Helsinki declaration, and ethical permission was obtained by University of Costa Rica Ethics Committee. More details are described elsewhere.

**RESULTS**

There were 1,538 MA consultations, of which medicines were dispensed in 92.3% of them (n=1,420), referral to the physician in 6.7% (n=103) and other interventions were carried out in the remaining 1.0%.

Of the 1,420 consultations where medicines were dispensed, in 16.9% (n=240) patients were also referred to the physician if the HP did not improve. On the other hand, regarding to referral to the physician, 78.6% (n=81) were referred without any other intervention, while 21.3% (n=22) were given hygienic-dietary recommendations, as well.

The three main types of consultations were related to respiratory system diseases (flu, cough and cold) (27.8%, n=427), digestive system diseases (diarrhea, irritable bowel syndrome and toothache) (16.8%, n=258) and musculoskeletal system and connective tissue diseases (muscle contracture and limbs pains) (11.3%, n=174). The other 44.1% of the minor ailments were mainly related to skin (urticaria, dermatitis), genitourinary (vaginitis, cystitis and dysmenorrhea) and nervous system problems (migraine, headache, acute pain). The main dispensed medicines were anti-inflammatoryatories, antitussives, antihistamines, antacids, antipsamnotics, prokinetics and anti-emetics. It should be noted that in 92% of consultations, prescription or restricted sale medicines –according to national legislation– were dispensed.

Table 1 and table 2 summarizes the seven criteria that had a statistically significant association in relation to refer to the physician or dispense medicine. The criteria under the age of 2 year did not have a statistically significant association. The criteria food allergies and drug allergies did not have a statistically significant association in relation to refer to the physician or dispense medicine, respectively.
In relation to the intervention of referring to the physician, the bivariate analysis showed a statistically significant association with them, highlighting the criteria suspected ADR, medicines use currently for other HP and duration of the HP ≥ 7 days.

On the other hand, in relation to the intervention of dispensing medicine, the bivariate analysis showed a statistically significant association with the non-compliance of the following criteria: medicines taken for the HP in question, medicines use currently for other HP, pregnancy/lactation, suspected ADR, duration of the HP ≥ 7 days and other HP.

The criteria suspected ADR, duration of the HP ≥ 7 days and pregnancy/lactation was significantly associated both with refer to the physician and dispense medicine (OR=5.8 and OR=6.3 respectively).

**DISCUSSION**

Pharmacists resolve consultations that end up in actions such as dispensing medicines or referral to other services in the daily work of the community pharmacy. In this scenario, the pharmacist must always evaluate certain information about the patient, its health status, its medications, the characteristics and the severity of its symptoms, the effect and the risk of dispensing medicines.

This study aimed to evaluate, for the first time in Costa Rica, criteria associated with dispense medicines or with referral to the physician as part of the MAS. The country does not have official guidelines or protocols related to this service. However, community pharmacists, could be basing their actions on contents acquired during their Pharm D courses, continuing education programs, postgraduate programs or self-taught, aspects out of the objective of this study.

Many authors mentioned that MAS was a basic pharmaceutical service and its characteristics changed according to each country. Many countries such as Australia, Canada, England, New Zealand and Spain have protocols already established for MAS and its impact has been documented.

In Costa Rica, it is a common and basic service of almost every private community pharmacy, but have not protocols already established and many factors and determinants of health influence it, such as:

- The pharmacist: in Costa Rica each community pharmacy must have at least one pharmacist and this service is offered by them, different from other Latinamerican countries. Community pharmacists are considered competent, accessible and trustful healthcare professionals, which facilitates the pharmacist-patient relationship. These professionals have other tasks like: obtain, store, secure and distribute medicines and other pharmaceutical care activities. Pharmacists are responsible for all their actions in their pharmacy practice at the community pharmacy.

- The patient: some of the patients’ characteristics that the community pharmacists have to consider are: age, pregnancy or lactation, other health problems, medicines used currently for other health problems.
should consider cultural diversity, health literacy, the use of information and communication technologies among others. Patients do not always proactively provide all of the information before, thus pharmacists’ communication skills become more important. In most cases patients go to the community pharmacy searching for a quick solution for their consultation, thinking it is a minor ailment and asking for medication. This fact may influence pharmacists’ decision to refer to the physician, and it is an opportunity for responsible self-medication.

The characteristics of the consultation: Its context, severity and urgency are aspects to consider.

Medicines: in Costa Rica, the arsenal of accessible medicines is extensive and their legislation classifies them in two categories: over-the-counter (OTC) and sale restricted (ethical or prescription). The Ministry of Health of the country focuses their control mechanisms in certain groups of medicines, such as psychotropic and narcotics. The control of the rest of medicines in community pharmacies remains mainly on the pharmacist. All the above increases the pharmacotherapeutic options that pharmacists have for the MAS.

Costa Rica’s epidemiological profile: cardiovascular and oncological diseases are the most predominant HP. There is a probability that patients with these diseases ask the pharmacist to dispense medications for a minor health condition. According to the MAS guidelines the community pharmacist must refer to the physician in the instances of cardiovascular or oncological diseases, but it is a great opportunity to identify patients at risk and that requires a referral to other health care levels.

Costa Rica’s healthcare system: it has a public and private sector. The public sector is led by the Caja Costarricense de Seguro Social (CCSS), an autonomous institution in charge of financing, purchasing and delivering most of the personal healthcare services in a universal manner. The private sector includes a group of ambulatory (e.g. community pharmacies) and hospital services for lucrative purposes. Public services have a high coverage and a big demand that saturates them. On the other hand, private sector services must be paid directly by the patient and they are often inaccessible to a part of the population for their high cost. This makes the population demand the MAS, which is free of charge, having to pay only the cost of the dispensed medicine, in case it is required. MAS implies a saving to the system for two reasons. First, a saving to the patient who invests only in the cost of the dispense medicine. Second, to the social security because the patient, instead of going to the Emergency Department or to the physician, can consult in a community pharmacy in some cases.

This study allows to analyze some criteria that community pharmacists follow before making the decision to dispense medicines or to refer to the physician. The four highlighted criteria in this study were: suspected ADR, duration of the health problem ≥7 days, medicines use currently for other health problems and pregnancy/lactation. Two of them are related to the medication, one of them with the HP or minor ailment and the other one with the patient.

In relation to the suspected ADR, the probability of referral to the physician and not to dispense medicines was approximately six times higher. This was expected, because the ADR can have a variable severity and can imply: death, life threatening, hospitalization, disability, congenital anomalies or defects. According to these conditions, pharmacists decide not to dispense medicines. This justifies this criterion as part of the minor ailments service guidelines or protocols.

Contrarily, the duration of the health problem ≥7 days criterion is a less uncertain fact than the suspected ADR and is part of the basic knowledge that the community pharmacist must have. In much scientific literature about HP and its management, the duration of the health problem ≥7 days criterion is something already established and MAS clinical practice protocols and/or guidelines are not the exception.

Depending on the HP, excessive duration is usually the indicator to consider that it is not a minor ailment, so it requires more attention and a more detailed management by the corresponding health care professional. In this study, the probability of referral to the physician and not dispense medicines according to the duration of the health problem ≥7 days criterion was approximately three times higher. This result may imply that the reason for the consultation could be a serious HP or its complication evolving slowly.

The probability of referral to the physician and not dispense medicines according to the criterion medicines use currently for other HP and the criterion other HP was approximately three times higher. These criteria suppose a greater complexity in the pharmacotherapy management of the patient according to pluri-pathology, polymedication, risk of drug-drug and drug-food interactions, as well as contraindications that must be assessed as part of the MAS and community pharmacist could refer to the physician or other pharmaceutical care services.

In the case of the pregnancy/lactation criterion, the probability that the pharmacist refers to the physician was three times higher. This result is not surprising because of the potential implications of the use of medicines in these conditions, for both the mother and the child. Pregnancy implies a certain number of physiological and biochemical modifications for the mother and fetus, which can affect the efficacy or tolerance of medications. As well as the risk of fetal toxicity, real or potential, which also has a relationship with the time of pregnancy.

Finally, with the criterion medicines used for the HP in question, the probability that the pharmacists should refer to the physician was approximately two times higher. According to that, it could be evidence of: a) that HP is not self-limiting or b) medicines have not been effective. Before the pharmacist refers to the physician he should evaluate: the correct administration of the medicines, the correct dose, the duration of the treatment and the medication schedule.

As it was mentioned before, there is no regulation for the MAS in Costa Rica. This situation encourages the national debate and research in topics such as: the definition and classification of minor ailments, the definition of referral criteria with other healthcare professionals, the need for clinical guidelines or protocols, the documentation of outcomes, and the medications list for this service. In many countries, the elements associated with MAS are: different patient groups, service specifications (only patient advices, advices plus medicines from specific formulary, advices plus a referral to a more appropriate health professionals), the minor ailments (variety, complexity), the use of OTC or prescription medicines, pharmacists or appropriately trained staff members and forms of reimbursement.
The main limitation of this study was that a representative sample of the community pharmacies was not included, but it shows part of the reality of the MAS in the country.

According to this study, the MAS in Costa Rica is complex and shows that the pharmacist follows a series of criteria to make a decision—the referral to physician or dispensing medicines—.

There are seven important criteria that Costa Rican pharmacists included in this study follow in the MAS. However, the one that stands out is Suspected ADR, followed by medicines currently used for other HPs, duration of the HP ≥7 days, pregnancy/lactation, other HP, and food allergies.
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